
















SUMMARY

I . TITLE

DUPIC Facility Engineering

H. OBJECTIVES

The main objective of the project is to support facilities and

associated technologies required for implementing the experimental

verification of DUPIC concept as defined in the DUPIC Program.

The project includes also some associated objectives of assessing the

DUPIC fuel cycle concept, with a view to assess perspectives on

industrialization and globalization, and of conducting international

cooperation activities with partner countries, including Canada,

U.S.A., IAEA.

ffl. SCOPE AND CONTENT

1. Facility Engineering

The project focuses on refurbishment of the facilities(PIEF,

IMEF, RWTF, etc.) that are to be used for the experimental

verification, and on acquisition of transport casks to move

radioactive materials between those facilities. Acquisition of a

mockup test facility for remote maintenance test of DUPIC process

equipment before actual installation is also included in the scope.



2. Assessment of the DUPIC Fuel Cycle

In order to size up the DUPIC technology perspectives, system

assessment on economics, safety, application of innovative

technologies, etc. are included in the scopes.

A series of assessment work on the DUPIC fuel cycle economics

has been conducted, starting from preliminary analysis based on

literature data to a direct calculation of DUPIC fuel fabrication cost

by engineering analysis, and they are compared with equivalent

once-through cycles.

Safety assessment focused on the effect of reduction in

radiotoxicity by the DUPIC fuel cycle, also in comparison with

once-through option. Assessment on the applicability of innovative

technologies is also included in the scope.

3. International Cooperation

Major efforts of international cooperation have been exerted in

the tripartite (Korea-Canada-U.S.A.) collaboration activities to

implement the DUPIC Program to which the IAEA has newly joined

as a fourth partner. Cooperations with CANDU countries for

globalization of DUPIC technology applications are also seeked.

IV. RESULTS

1. Facility Engineering

In the early stage of the project, a comprehensive survey was

conducted to identify the feasibility of using available facilities and

of interface between those facilities.
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It was found out that the shielded cell M6 of IMEF could be
used for the main process experiments of DUPIC fuel fabrication in
regard to space adequacy, material flow, equipment layout, etc.
Based on such examination, a suitable adaptor system for material
transfer around the M6 cell was engineered. Regarding the PIEF
facility, where spent PWR fuel assemblies are stored in an annex
pool, disassembly devices in the pool are retrofitted and spent fuel
rod cutting and shipping system to the IMEF are designed and
built.

For acquisition of casks for radioactive material transport

between the facilities, some adaptive refurbishment was applied to

the available cask(Padirac) based on extensive analysis on safety

requirements.

A mockup test facility was newly acquired for remote test of

DUPIC fuel fabrication process equipment prior to installation in the

M6 cell of the IMEF facility.

2. DUPIC Fuel Cycle System Assessment

Main effort of system assessment has been exerted for evaluation

of DUPIC economics. At the initial stage of the effort, a model for

DUPIC fuel cycle system was develped for comparison with

once-through option using data available from literature. At the

next stage, the cost range of DUPIC fuel fabrication (which had

previously been assumed to be ten times of fresh fuel) was derived

from analysis of break-even point with once-through cycles.

Lastly, but most significantly, the economics was directly

assessed by engineering analysis of a commercial scale production
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plant (conceptual design and estimation of capital and operating

costs), from which unit cost of DUPIC fuel fabrication was derived

for confirmation of the cost ranges in the previous break-even cost

analysis.

In the area of safety assessment, effort was focused on
evaluating the environmental effect of the DUPIC fuel cycle, by
looking at radiotoxicity reduction of the "burn again" effect, in
comparison with once-through option. It was concluded from the
analysis that the reduction effect could reach to an order of
magnitude in terms of spent fuel burial in the environment.

The assessment of some innovative technologies for application to

DUPIC has revealed some interesting feasibilities of vibropac and

plasma processing technologies.

3. International Cooperation

The activities in the context of international cooperation have

mainly been extended to the tripartite collaboration frame (which

has become quadrilateral with the recent joining of the IAEA) and

various other activities for globalization of the DUPIC technology.

The globalization efforts have mainly been exerted through

international conferences including Global Conferences ('93 Seattle,

'95 Paris. '97 Yokohama) and the IAEA Symposium (June, 2 — 5,

1997, Vienna) The biggest potential for globalization of DUPIC

exist, among others, in the North America where huge amount of

spent LWR fuel in the U.S. can be reused in CANDU reactors in

Canada by DUPIC link. Other areas of interest are South America

(Brazil-Argentina) and Asia (China, Japan) for which contacts have
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been made in search of prospective cooperation.

V. APPLICATION OF RESULTS

Korea occupies a model position for potential application of the

DUPIC fuel cycle, considering her reactor mix between PWR and

CANDU of which ratio and capacity are incidently suitable for

conditions for DUPIC. The synergetic effect of the DUPIC fuel cycle

can be potentially extended also to global level if the technology is

successfully developed. To arrive at such industrial eventuality,

technological demonstration at large scale and business development

would be required after the experimental verification.
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A Remote Equipment Design for Bolt Operations Association
with Spent PWR Fuel

3. 4 1994. 12. 6 (Albuquerque)

IAEA-TECDOC-842 (Nov., 1995)

DUPIC

-g-

In preparation for long-term or permanent disposal of spent nuclear fuel,

packaging operation is considered to be a key step for protection against

radioactivity release to the environment. Appropriate technical considerations are

required in the packaging system design to ensure operability and reliability if

the packaging operations are to be performed remotely. A technical system that

accomplishes bolting operation for spent fuel packaging is discussed in this

paper. The system employs remote automation concept with a view to

enhancement of positioning accuracy and bolt handling in hot cell. Deriving

from remote maintenance, the technique is applicable to such operations as

opening/closing of spent fuel cask or canister, bolt removal from spent fuel

assemblies, and replacement of some hardwares in hot cell, etc.
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Development of Verification Techniques for the Rods in a
Dismantled PWR Spent Fuel Assembly

S. 1994. 12. 7 (Albuquerque)

a. IAEA-TECDOC-842 (Nov., 1995)

DUPIC

A new fuel rod verification method and equipment to be used in the safeguards

of spent nuclear fuels has been developed and demonstrated at the post

irradiation at the post irradiation examination (PEE) facility of Korea Atomic

Energy Research Institute (KAERI). The verification is based on the measured

intensity difference of gamma-ray from the rods (spent fuel rod and dummy rod)

in assembly. An air channel tube of 5m in length was immersed vertically in

the storage pool and aligned with a rod of interest to guide the gamma-rays

from the rod to a HPGe detector located outside water. Three 14 x 14 PWR fuel

assemblies, of which top nozzles were removed and several rods in each

assembly were extracted for PEE, were examined for the demonstration of the

setup. The results showed that the distinction of the spent fuel rod from the

hole (it was assumed to be equivalent to dummy rod) was possible because the

measured intensities of gamma-rays from spent fuel rods were much higher than

those of empty holes and instrumentation hole in assembly. Also the spectra

from those holes did not seem to be interfered by the gamma-rays emitted from

the adjacent spent fuel rods. As verification indicators, the gamma-ray

intensities of 137 Cs and ^ Co were useful for the fuels with plenum spring. It

was reveals that the gamma-ray intensity ratio of a secondary fission product to

direct one can be used as a good indicator for verification even if the intensity

fluctuation caused by the offset alignment between collimator and rod is severe.

Thus, the spent fuel rods in a dismantled assembly seems to be verified without

pulling them out. Another advantage of this technique is that the time required

to verify the individual spent fuel rod with this technique is short compared to

others currently available.

- 4 3 8 -
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